Abstract
Introduction
Reinforcement learning algorithm [1] is one of typical rule acquisition methods to control machines such as robots or agents without priori knowledge. Although this method is mainly applied in artificial intelligence or machine learning, it comes to be important also in social science domain. Research fields for reinforcement learning is enlarging, however, there are several challenges in applying reinforcement learning algorithms and programming for simulations. We focus on two challenges to assist researchers to develop their own reinforcement algorithms. One is a total computing time for stochastic simulations using their algorithms, and the other one is a working time for comparing with their results. The first challenge comes from a number of parameter combinations that should be examined in reinforcement algorithms. Researchers should select or find the appropriate parameter set for their problems. When they modify their algorithm, they must adjust values of parameters in their algorithm again. This challenge also comes from the stochasticity in simulations. Since reinforcement learning algorithms have learning algorithms that employs pseudo random number generator, a statistical analysis is required to validate the relationship between their proposed algorithm and obtained results. In order to meet the requirements of these challenges, a numbers of executions of their algorithms are required with combinations of parameters in their algorithms and random seeds [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The other challenge arises in comparing a number of results. In order to validate an algorithm with a parameter set, it is helpful if a system can help researchers with a function to show not only an obtained solution but also a process of obtaining the solutions.
To meet the above mentioned challenges, our target system consists of the following three subsystems: (a) distributed computing system for a number of cases in stochastic simulation, (b) automatic data registration in a data management system for data validation, and (c) automatic graph generation system for confirming data and comparing its results. These sub-systems accelerate researcher's works for developing their algorithms. We provide a system for researchers with a concept of the Problem Solving Environments (PSE) [7] .
In order to reduce the computation time and their working time, we construct a PSE system which has a distributed computing system, a data management system for the registration of simulation results, and a graph generation system. As users of our system, we assume researchers in reinforcement learning. The system is designed based on the PSE system [8] , we had developed and several PSE systems in other domains.
Reinforcement Learning and PSE
In this chapter, we describe features of reinforcement learning algorithms in more detail and a flow of development for them. After showing some existing PSE systems in other domains, methods for the efficient development of the algorithm are taken up.
Features of Reinforcement Learning Algorithms headings
As for reinforcement learning algorithms, a number of algorithms have been proposed. One of major examples is Profit Sharing [10] [11] [12] . This method is a learning algorithm that learns rules for agents by rewarding actions taken in each episode. Q-learning [13] is also known as a major learning algorithm using values in the Q-table consisting of states and actions. The Q-table is a two-dimensional state-action table, which is referred by agents for their actions according to their current state. Each algorithm requires agent information in an environment, the number of learning, and the learning parameters as input parameters. In this paper, we employ an algorithm called Q-learning with Dynamic Structuring of Exploration Space Based on Genetic Algorithm (QDSEGA) [2] [3] [4] as a sample application for our system. The QDSEGA is a combination algorithm of Q-learning and Genetic Algorithm (GA). When a researcher employs this algorithm, he should determine not only the input parameters for Q-learning, but also parameters for GA such as the number of individuals, the number of generations, a crossover probability, a mutation probability and so on. When a researcher tries to modify or improve an algorithm of the above mentioned algorithms, he must do several works before determining his algorithm. We show a flow of a researcher to develop an algorithm in Figure 1 . Before determining his algorithm, a researcher must execute a number of programs with combinations of parameters and random seeds in order to find the parameter set that gives the best result. The researcher should carefully examine his simulation program, input samples, input Figure 1 several times while he modifies his algorithm. And then, he also must validate results or confirm them.
Our purpose is to reduce the working time for these works. It should be noted that reducing the number of flows repeated by the researcher or making programming is not our aim. Since each flow can be processed individually, our target system can use distributed computing, automatic result storing, and automatic graph generating.
Related work for PSE system
To realize the PSE system for developing reinforcement learning algorithms, we summarize features of PSE systems in other domains and its functions as related works.
In the bioinformatics domain, simulations are computed using distributed computing systems. Moreover, results of the simulations are stored in a relational database automatically. The researcher analyzes a huge number of dataset on the system [14] . In the fluid dynamics domain, researchers employ not only simulation system such as FLUENT [16] but systems [17] [18] that help their experiments. The system has some sub-systems that support the execution of simulations, the registration of simulation parameters of initial conditions, physical quantity, their operation, and so on. In the structural analysis domain, a system [19] using ADVENTURE [20] has similar functions, parallel computing and so on. These systems have distributed computing, parallel computing and visualization system. These systems are constructed as integrated system with some functions and several sub-systems. The combination of these systems brings reducing researcher's work time.
Although the above mentioned research fields have deterministic algorithms for their computation, researchers in reinforcement learning algorithms face a try and error approach with random seeds to develop their own algorithm. Program codes should be tailored according to their target algorithms. In addition, they must manage a simulation program code, input parameters, random seeds, and results. Especially, they should examine not only the final solution but also the process of obtaining that solution. As the same priority, it is important for them to examine their results statistically. That also requires them to manage their obtained results. For this reason, the references of these variables are important. The references include the information on a large number of executions, their results, program codes with minor versions, random seed numbers, and so on. Therefore, the PSE system that we propose is different from other systems that have been mentioned.
Work Efficiency for Developing Reinforcement Learning Algorithms
We have mentioned the challenges for a PSE system proposed for researchers in reinforcement learning algorithms. We describe three approaches to be included in the PSE system. First, in a simulation using a reinforcement learning algorithm, program executions can be done individually because the processes using the parameters are individual. The parameters are samples, initial conditions, random seed numbers, the information of these input parameters, variables for algorithms, and so on. We expect the reduction of computing time with a sub-system with distributed computing.
Second, about a data registration for simulations, almost all researchers manage the relations among simulations without a system, but they do it by managing by naming directories or files. Their ways include problems that are long working time, data loss, mistaken record, and reduplicated works in a simulation. Therefore, it is better for them to use an automatic registration system that automatically records simulation variables and their relationships such as versions of simulation programs, input parameters, random seed numbers, and simulation results. The method brings reducing the working time for researchers to register the data.
Last, about comparison of a huge number of results, algorithm researchers should examine not only the final result but also the process of obtaining it. In order to do so, they compare their obtained results
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by making graphs. In this case, they need to have a quick access not only to graph images but also to the information of input parameters, a program code, numerical datasets, and so on. A sub-system that realizes an automatic graph generation with dataset information should be helpful for researchers. This method brings reducing the working time for researchers to validate their developing algorithm and compare a huge number of obtained results.
PSE System for Reinforcement Learning
In order to solve the challenges and approaches shown in the previous section, our system consists of three sub-systems including a distributed computing system, a data management system, and a graph generation system. Researchers are possible to utilize the system with only their technical term. As easy preparation of utilization the system for user, the system is based on web-based system [21] [22] .
Our target users can be categorized into two types. First users are able to write their program codes by themselves. They are algorithm developers for reinforcement learning. The others only use developed algorithms. That is, our system is only a system that helps them to execute developed programs. In our system, the executable should be executed externally. That means the executable should be a command line based program, for example, the system allows .exe is an executable file for Microsoft Windows, and .jar is an excitable file for Java program. The file format of simulation results is in CSV format.
Distributed Computing System
Distributed computing system is realized by the system we had developed [23] . The overview of the system is shown in Figure 2 .
First, a user registers an executable for simulation on the system. When a user executes it, he runs the executable, and inputs arguments for the executable such as a file name for the initial condition, the range of values for parameters (including random seed number, number of learning, learning rate, discount rate and so on). At that time, the user interface communicates with the server to tell the input information. The system makes multiple batch files from the combination based on the information and a registered program code. Then, the system runs the multiple jobs automatically. 
Data Management System
In order to realize both the data management and the automatic registration of executable, input parameters, simulation results, we construct this sub-system using PHP, Java, and MySQL. When the system finds the input file and result data file through user's operation for an execution, the system also registers the dataset in the database automatically. The construction of this sub-system is shown in Figure 3 . This system has a function to monitor outputs of simulation results in the directory. The system registers in the database program name, input parameters, results, its relation, and so on, for users. 
Graph Generation System
The graph generation system has some functions: automatic thumbnail image generation of timeline graph from a result, display a graph and multiple overlaid graphs by the user operation. The system construction is shown in Figure 4 . The function of generating thumbnail images is realized by monitoring a result file. This monitoring scheme is also used in the data management. By this function, after the system outputs a result file, the thumbnail image is generated using gnuplot. At that time, a description file for a graph by gnuplot is also generated automatically in the system. And then, a relationship between a result and a thumbnail image is registered in the database when the description file is generated. Since a thumbnail image is linked to the information of simulations in the database, the user can access the information through a thumbnail image.
The function for comparing results by overlaid graphs is realized using php and Adobe flex. When a user wants to confirm details of the results, they can choose a result file from the list of result files or a thumbnail of that result. The system shows a numerical result and a related graph through browser. As a user repeats the same operations, he can examine obtained results by overlaid graphs. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the user interface that the system provides a user after computing. In Figure 5 , the name of the program, the random seed number and parameters for the execution with a thumbnail image are shown on the left of the top panel. When a user selects one on the panel, the system shows a numerical data on the right of the top panel. As a user pushes "LINE CHART" button, the system shows a graph on the bottom of the panel. When he also selects another result, the right of the top panel is renewed by showing another numerical data. Moreover, when he pushes "ADD LINE CHART", the result is shown as overlaid graphs in the bottom panel. In the figure, system shows a case of learning using QLearning algorithm. Three graphs are shown in the bottom panel: a size of Q-table, a number of attained goals, and a reword over 100 time steps from the left. Other two tabs shown in the top of the figure are to access panels for program registration and parameter input. 
Application
We apply our proposed system to applications with reinforcement learning algorithms. In order to consider the development of several algorithms, we employed three applications to evaluate our system. These are (Case no.1) Multi-Agent Simulation (MAS) using QDSEGA [24] , (Case no.2) MAS using QDSEGA with neighboring crossover, and (Case no.3) MAS using QDSEGA with both neighboring crossover and deletion algorithm [25] . In order to examine learning effect of a genetic algorithm with the neighboring crossover, the researcher should examine some combinations of parameters. Neighboring crossover proposed in [24, 25] is an efficient crossover method that restricts crossover parents that are similar each other in GA. The number of neighborhood is one of parameters Construction of PSE System for Developing Reinforcement Learning Algorithms Taiyo Maeda, Yusuke Aoki, Tadahiko Murata of the crossover method. In the application Case no.3, the method has a delete algorithm. This method is that scale down size of Q-table, when gain is upper some threshold amount on leaning. The application Case no.1 has two arguments. First one is a random seed number that ranges from 0 to 9, that is, there are ten seeds for a parameter set. Second one is the number of learning process in QLearning, which is 10,000, and 20,000 to confirm the effect of learning. Therefore Case no.1 has twenty cases. And, Case no.2 and Case no.3 have three arguments. The first argument and the second one are the same values of arguments in the Case no.1. The last argument is the number of crossover neighborhood. The range is from 0 to 8, and there are five patterns of 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. This parameter is used for the neighboring crossover process in GA. Therefore Cases no.2 and no.3 have a hundred cases. The total number of cases for validation the three algorithms of these applications becomes two hundred twenty.
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed PSE system, we conduct experiments including human subjects. We conduct each experiment as follows. As for the first sub-system as distributed computing, we measure the computing time with all 220 cases. In Cases no2. and no.3, as we consider a burden for human subjects to work with 220 results, we restrict the number of results to fifteen in each work. In the second sub-system as data registration, the average working time is calculated by averaging time taken for registering fifteen results that are selected at random from all 220 cases. Then as for the last sub-system, we measure the average working time taken for both the graph generation and the comparison using visual aids for the results. Consequently, the system evaluation is indicated by three working times: the difference of computing elapsed time between not using distributed computing and using the sub-system, the difference of the working time for data management between the manual working and the proposed sub-system, and the difference of the working time for screening simulation data set between the manual working and the proposed sub-system.
As for the computational environment to evaluate the proposed PSE system, the environment is a similar environment which algorithm researchers can prepare for themselves. The detail for the environment is shown in Table 1 . Five subjects are algorithm developers. They have the experience to develop their own executable. Only one of them knows all of the algorithms in the examination and each result format well. The other four subjects do not know the format.
The results of our experiments are described as follows. First, the evaluation for distributed computing is shown in Figure 6 . The computing time became from 8,952 seconds with 1 PC to 1,152 with 8 PCs. Second, in the data registration, we gave our subjects a task to register obtained numerical data using Microsoft Excel. Since all subjects have experiences to use that software, we do not have to teach them how to use. As for the working time, we averaged the registration time per a file measured by each subject.
The system results for the data management are shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the Examinee 1 is the one who knows the data format. The average working time in each subject is 17.78 seconds. The average working time (or processing time) using the system becomes 0.13 seconds.
To evaluate the effect of screening simulation data set, we conduct an experiment with the five subjects who don't know the format of result files. The simulation result consists of time series data. Through the values of time series data, users can see the efficiency of the Q-Learning algorithm for the application. Their work is to find the best combination between the highest learning effect and the earliest convergence from both an algorithm and input parameters. To examine the graph generation sub-system, we show fifteen results to all subjects. Each of all subjects selects the results. We measure the working time for a subject to find the best result with the highest learning effect and the earliest convergence from graphs. To make graphs they use the graph wizard in Microsoft Excel. In the experiment using graph system, each of the subjects obtains overlaid graphs automatically, the time until a user finds the best result is measured as the working time. The results are shown in Table 3 . We can see that the largest difference between the case of not using system and the case of using system in the result of Examinee 1. The working time was 1815.9 seconds when not using system. On the other hand, the time took 314.1 seconds using the system. Average of the working time of not using system is 1459.5 seconds, and the other is 356.8 seconds.
So far, we have considered results of each sub-system. Now we examine the effect of an entire system of the three sub-systems. In the case of not using system, we assume that a user utilizes one computer, manages simulation results manually, and screens results manually. The summation of Construction of PSE System for Developing Reinforcement Learning Algorithms Taiyo Maeda, Yusuke Aoki, Tadahiko Murata measured times for the three experiments with human subjects is their total working time. In the case of using all sub-systems, we assume that a user utilizes eight computers for distributed computing, manages data automatically, and compares results using the sub-system. The summation of each working time (or processing time) is the total time. In order to see the balance of the effect of each subsystem, we measure the computing time for fifteen cases (we employed 220 cases in Figure 6 ). The results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 7 . The working times are described using each sub-system. The computing time is reduced from 610.3 seconds to 78.5 seconds. The working time for the data registration is reduced from 266.7 seconds to 1.9 seconds. The working time for comparing results is reduced from 1495.5 seconds to 356.8 seconds.
In these results, the most efficient reduction is seen in the comparison process. The decreasing ratio by each sub-system is approximately 1/8, 1/140, and 1/4, respectively. The highest efficiency was attained by the data registration sub-system. About the working time for the data registration, some may wonder if it is important compared with other results since the working time of the data registration is only around 10% compared to the total working time. However if the number of files to be registered becomes larger, we expect that the working time of the registration manually becomes large and can be reduced significantly by the proposed sub-system. Moreover, if the system does not have a function for the data registration, a user did not obtain the effect of reducing the working time in screening the results. 
Conclusion
In order to develop reinforcement learning algorithms effectively, we construct a PSE system. In its application, we evaluated each sub-system and the system with all sub-systems. A user that requires computing with combination of an algorithm, input parameters, and random seed number could obtain the speedup using each sub-system. In the computing, a user gets the reduction in the computing time by the distributed computing. Through the automatic registration, the working time was also reduced. In the screening datasets to find the best combination of the algorithm and the parameters, the graph generation sub-system bared the reduction for the working time. We can see the most effective result when all sub-systems are unitedly employed in the system. This system is expected to drive the development of reinforcement algorithms by reducing working times for users. As further study, we consider whether the proposed relationship among the sub-systems is effective or not in other domain. 
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